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1 Timothy 4:1  The Holy Spirit explicitly  

communicates,  that in the latter periods of time 

[ between the two advents of Christ: Incarnation and 

2d Advent ] some believers will become apostate 

[ exchange doctrine for the lie ], paying attention to 

deceitful spirits [ demons ] and concentrating on doctrines 

from demons [ the faculty and curriculum of the 

Satanic Academy of Cosmic Didactics ].  (EXT) 

20. The only meaningful restraint against his strategy is the counterattack posed 

by believers in Jesus Christ who have advanced to the level of the 

Sophisticated Spiritual Life. 

21. This level of the spiritual advance is possessed by Christians who make up 

the Pivot of mature believers.  They have developed personal love for God, 

execute the Royal Law through unconditional love for mankind, enjoy the 

copacetic spiritual life, and are occupied with Jesus Christ. 

22. However, when the Pivot shrinks, then Luciferian strategies, already 

aggrandized in the souls of unbelievers, also includes believers who are 

ignorant of doctrine or have been propagandized by the doctrines of demons 

which suppress, reject, and ignore doctrinal standards. 

23. This gradual loss of doctrinal viewpoint is said by James to result in 

“hostility toward God.”  “Hostility” is the feminine noun, œcqra (échthra): 

“enmity, hatred, hostility.” 

24. The Greek, échthra, and the English translations of “hostile,” describe this 

sin.  Here is an example by Paul in: 

Romans 8:6  The thought pattern of the old sin 

nature is spiritual death. But the thought pattern of the 

Spirit is capacity for life and prosperity, 

v. 7  because the way of thinking on the flesh 

[ wheel-tracks of wickedness ] is hostile [ œcqra 

(échthra) ] toward God for it is not subordinate to the 

authority of God, neither does it have the power to be. 

v. 8  Moreover, reversionistic believers who are 

under the authority of their old sin natures are unable to 

please God.  (EXT) 

Hostile: 1a: of or relating to an enemy  b: marked 
by malevolence  c: openly opposed or resisting  
(1): not hospitable  (2) having an intimidating, 
antagonistic, or offensive nature. 
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2 a: of or relating to the opposing party in a legal 
controversy <a hostile witness>. 

Hostility 2: conflict, opposition, or resistance in 
thought or principle.  syn: see ENMITY4.5 

25. Gathering these English definitions of the word “enmity” clearly reveal these 

believer’s spiritual status quo.  These believers, although saved, are defined 

as œcqra: hostile toward God, His Word, and His doctrines. 

26. Enmity is an acceptable translation, however, the context of verses 1–4 

indicate an intensified application of hostility.  James’s use of œcqra here is 

designed to emphasize the problem as having gone past the individual 

application of the word. 

27. Believers do enter into the cosmic systems and do the things common to 

those environments of arrogance and hatred.  However, the situation James 

addresses causes him to intensify the lengths these believers have gone in 

opposition to divine guidance. 

28. James wanted a word that could be applied collectively to a significant 

number of reversionists in the first century. 

29. Hostile is fine but the better English word to describe James’s meaning of 

œcqra in this context is, “alienation”: 

Alienate.  1: to make unfriendly, hostile, or 
indifferent especially where attachment formerly 
existed. Alienation. 1: a withdrawing or 
separation of a person or a person’s affections 
from a position of former attachment: 
estrangement  from the values of one’s society 
[the doctrinal teachings of Scripture] and family 
[the royal family of God].6 

30. Paul also addresses this situation in: 

Philippians 3:18  Many believers keep on walking 

in wheel-tracks of wickedness, of whom I have often 

described to you and now continue to do so even weeping, 

that they have made themselves the enemies of the cross 

of Christ, 

 
4  Other synonyms include: “attacks and aggression; hatred and dislike” in Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 

11th ed (2014), “enmity.” 
5 Ibid., s.vv. “hostile,” “hostility.” 
6 Ibid., s.vv. “alienate,” “alienation.” 
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Philippians 3:19  whose ultimate end is 

destruction under the sin unto death, whose god is their 

emotions, and whose fame is by means of dishonor, who 

keep their minds focused on earthly things.  (EXT) 

31. Also, on this same subject, Peter has this to write in: 

2 Peter 2:1  There previously arose false prophets 

among the people, even as there shall be false teachers 

among you, who will insidiously introduce destructive 

heresies, denying repeatedly the Master who bought them, 

bringing swift destruction upon themselves.  (EXT)  

32. These are enemies of God who once were positive but now have become 

propagandized into the Cosmic Academy.  Now they are enemies of the cross 

of Christ. 

33. So far, our expanded translation of the verse reads like this: 

James 4:4a  You spiritual adulteresses, do you not 

already know that a cordial relationship with the devil’s 

world is tantamount to alienation toward God?  (EXT) 

Implications from James 4:4a: 

1. In eternity past, Lucifer rebelled against the Trinity and divine authority.  

This was followed by a trial in which he and his fallen angels were judged 

guilty of sedition and sentenced eternally to the lake of fire. 

2. Lucifer, as his own defense attorney, pled for an appeal claiming that he and 

the angels had been unfairly judged and sentenced. 

3. It is evident from Scripture that this appeal was granted and the Divine Court 

of Appeals was called into session. 

4. In order for arguments to be heard and a decision rendered, the Trinity made 

the decision to introduce witnesses for the Prosecution and allow Lucifer to 

call witnesses for the defense. 

5. Adam and Ishah were created perfect and were free to use their volition as 

they chose.  The lone exception was to avoid eating the fruit of a specific 

tree, whose fruit was referred to by the Lord as “the knowledge of good and 

evil” (Genesis 2:16–17). 

6. Lucifer was allowed access to the garden since it was necessary for the first 

couples’ volition to be challenged.  He propagandized the couple with great 

success in Genesis 3:1–7 when both Ishah and Adam chose to eat the 

forbidden fruit.  At this point they became spiritual adulteresses. 

(End JAS4-03.  See JAS4-04 for the continuation of study at p. 31.) 
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7. They immediately lost their impeccable status and entered into the realm of 

personal sin which required of them to either believe in Christ or remain 

associated with the Dark Side.  They chose the former. 

8. At that point, the original couple was once again trichotomous.  Their new 

status was a trichotomy of perfection in soul, spirit, and body.  Their volition 

did have the capacity to sin, but as believers they could restore fellowship by 

confession alone to God alone. 

9. They were now residents of a fallen planet.  Although saved, they were 

vulnerable to personal sin, and destined to experience physical death. 

10. In order to provide additional witnesses for the Prosecution, their bodies were 

capable of producing additional witnesses through procreation.  

11. However, their children also had free will and were able to choose for or 

against salvation through faith alone in Christ alone or not. 

12. This resulted in their progeny providing witnesses in the Appeal, some 

testified for the Prosecution while others did so for the defense. 

13. In addition, another aspect of the Appeal became evident.  Since mankind 

was obviously fallen, believers were the only ones qualified to be witnesses 

for the Prosecution. 

14. Consequently, this group alone had the opportunity to become good 

witnesses for the Prosecution.  Each was qualified to willingly accept the 

responsibility to confess their sins, engage in serious Bible study, accumulate 

and enlarge their inventory of doctrinal absolutes, and be led by the Holy 

Spirit to apply them into the scrum of the angelic conflict. 

15. Therefore, Homo sapiens is the only divinely authorized group to challenge 

the dark side’s agenda.  However, only those who are believers are divinely 

ordained to engage in the contest.   Yet even they are limited by the inventory 

of doctrinal ideas resident in their souls. 

16. Systematically over the course of Israelite and Gentile history, God has 

protected priest and client nations as a haven of refuge for believers within 

the hostile environment of the devil’s world. 

17. Lucifer runs this planet.  Believers are considered by him and his acolytes to 

be the enemy.  Therefore, Christians and Jews are considered prime targets 

for disinformation, propaganda, and brainwashing in the Invisible War. 

18. Antonio Gramsci discovered how to utilize these tactics in the most effective 

way.  His strategy was to forget about adults and instead concentrate on the 

souls of the youth beginning in grammar schools. 
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19. He and those who followed, successfully gained control of educational 

systems for programming the youth with the lie so that over two decades, 

they would become good witnesses for the defense in the Invisible War. 

20. Therefore, even if youth are brought up in a Christian home and attend 

Christian churches, the educational systems’ curricula overwhelmed the truth 

with the lie.  John Dewey, Antonio Gramsci, and the Frankfort School were 

the intelligentsia that laid the foundation for the current chaos. 

21. “There is nothing new under the sun,” writes Solomon.  And it remains so 

today.  One of the biblical institutions that is primarily designed to protect the 

souls of children is the marriage of one man to one woman. 

22. Breakdown of marriage means the home is destroyed and children are the 

most vulnerable victims.  To amplify the destruction of the home is the recent 

irrational and ludicrous idea that the gender of an individual may be altered 

by one’s personal opinion.  This turns reality into make believe while 

everyone else is required to play along.  (Hebrews 13:4) 

23. The breakdown of the home and the alteration of absolutes allows open 

season on rational thought which results in chaos. 

24. The resultant cacophony results in a disordered society which Cole Porter 

unwittingly captured in one of his more popular lyrics: 

“ANYTHING GOES” 

In olden days, a glimpse of stocking 
Was looked on as something shocking, 

Now, heaven knows, 
Anything goes. 

Good authors, too, who once knew better words, 
Now only use four-letter words 

Writing prose. 
Anything goes. 

The world has gone mad today. 
And good’s bad today. 

And black’s white today. 
And day’s night today. 
And most guys today, 
Are just silly gigolos. 

So, though I’m not a great romancer, 
I know you’re bound to answer, 

When I propose: 
Anything goes.1 

 
1 Music and lyrics by Cole Porter (1934).  “Anything Goes” lyrics © Universal Music Publishing Group, Royalty 

Network, Warner/Chappell Music, Inc. 




